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STATISTICS OF MULTICOMPONENTPOLYMER STARSC. von Ferber(1;2), Yu. Holovatch(3)(1)Fachbereich Physik, Universit�at Essen,D-45117 Essen, Germany;(2)School of Physics and Astronomy, Tel Aviv University,IL-69978 Tel-Aviv, Israel(3)Institute for Condensed Matter Physicsof the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences1 Svientsitskii St., UA{290011 Lviv, UkraineReceived January 23, 1997We analyze a polymer network made of chemically di�erent poly-mer species. Considering the star-like vertices constituting it in orderto describe their scaling properties we introduce a new set of criticalexponents. In the case of network made of two species of polymers wecall them copolymer star exponents. By means of mapping our theoryon appropriate Lagrangean �eld theory we calculate these exponentsas well as the exponents governing scaling properties of star of mutu-ally avoiding walks in the third order of perturbation theory. In thecase of homogeneous stars we recover previously obtained values ofstar exponents. Our results agree as well with the previous studies ofspecial cases which were done to the second order of the "-expansion.We found consistency and stability of the results in d = 2 and d = 3with expected growing of deviations for large number of arms of onestar. The same methods were applied previously to the problem ofuniform star polymers and have led to results in good agreement withMonte Carlo simulations. We hope our present calculations might alsostimulate Monte Carlo studies of the copolymer star problem. The re-summed values of the exponents for stars of mutually avoiding walksare in fair agreement with an exact result previously conjectured atd = 2. The study performed for d = 2 could give some insight tothe problem of mapping our theory to a two dimensional conformal�eld theory. By studying the convexity properties of the spectrum ofcopolymer star exponents we show that they are a good candidate for�nding application in the theory of multifractal spectra generated bythe harmonic di�usion near the absorbing fractal.1. IntroductionPolymers and polymer solutions are among the most intensively studied andinteresting objects in condensed matter physics. The behaviour of multi-component solutions containing polymers of di�erent species is especiallyrich [1]. Of special experimental and technical interest are systems of poly-mer chains of di�erent species which are linked chemically together. Thesesystems may be block copolymers of two chains of di�erent species linkedc C.von Ferber, Yu.Holovatch, 1997ISSN 0452{9910. Condensed Matter Physics 1997 No 10 (9-40) 9



10 C. von Ferber, Yu. Holovatchat their endpoints or more generally any number of chains may be linked inthe form of stars or networks of any topology (see Figs.1 - 3).
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Figure 1. Star polymer of f arms linked together at point r0 with extremitiesplaced at points r1 : : : rf .For homogeneous systems of one species the scaling properties of suchpolymer networks have been extensively studied (for a review see [2]). Starpolymers as the most simple polymer networks may be produced by linkingtogether the endpoints of polymer chains at some core molecule (Fig. 1).
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Figure 2. A polymer network G. It is characterized by the numbers nf off -leg vertices. Here n1 = 3, n3 = 2, n4 = 1, n5 = 1.In the same way more general networks of a given topology are formed(Fig. 2). Randomly linked polymer networks on the other hand are obtainedas result of a vulcanization process randomly linking nearby monomers ofdi�erent chains to each other.The asymptotic properties of homogeneous systems of linear chain mo-lecules in solution are universal in the limit of long chains. For each systemthere exists a so called � temperature at which the two point attractiveand repulsive interactions between the di�erent monomers compensate eachother and as a result the polymer chains may be described by random walks(up to higher order corrections): The mean square distance between thechains endpoints hR2i scales with the number of monomersN like hR2i � N .



Statistics of multicomponent polymer stars 11Above the � temperature the e�ective interaction between the monomersis repulsive resulting in a swelling of the polymer coil which is universal inthe asymptotics:hR2i � N 2� for N !1 with �(d = 3) � 0:588; (1.1)d being the dimension of space. The number of con�gurations Z of a polymerchain of N monomers scales with N likeZ � e�NN�1 (1.2)with a non - universal fugacity e�. In the early 70-ies following the work of deGennes [3] the analogy between the asymptotic properties of long polymerchains and the long distance correlations of a magnetic system in the vicinityof the 2nd order phase transition was recognized and elaborated in detail(see [1,4]. This mapping allows us to receive the above de�ned exponents �and  asm! 0 limits of the correlation length exponent � and the magneticsusceptibility critical exponent  of the O(m) - symmetric model.On the other hand, if polymers of di�erent species are present in thesame solution the scaling behavior of the observables may be much morerich. Let us consider a solution of two di�erent species of polymers in somesolvent, a so called ternary solution. Depending on the temperature thesystem may then behave as if one or more of the inter- and intra- chaininteractions vanish in the sense described above [5{9]. This will lead toasymptotic scaling laws that may di�er from those observed for each speciesalone [10].Very interesting new systems are obtained when linking together poly-mers of di�erent species. The most simple system of this kind is a so calledblock copolymer consisting of two parts of di�erent species. They are ofsome technical importance e.g. serving as surfactants [11]. For our studythey give the most simple example of a polymer star consisting of chainsof two di�erent species (Fig. 3a) which we will call here a copolymer star.For the homogeneous polymer star the asymptotic properties are uniquelyde�ned by the number of its constituting chains and the dimension of space[2,12]. For the number of con�gurations Zf of a polymer star of f chainseach consisting of N monomers one �nds:Zf � e�NfNf�1 , N !1: (1.3)The exponents f , f = 1; 2; 3; : : : constitute a family of star exponents,which depend on the number of arms f in a nontrivial way. The case of linearpolymer chains is included in this family with the exponent  = 1 = 2de�ned in (1.2). For general numbers of arms f the star exponents f haveno physical counterparts in the set of exponents describing magnetic phasetransitions. Nevertheless they can be related to the scaling dimensions ofcomposite operators of traceless symmetry in the polymer limit m ! 0of the O(m) symmetric m vector model [13,14]. These exponents havebeen calculated analytically in perturbation theory [12,13,15,16], by exactmethods in two dimensions [12,17], and by Monte Carlo simulations [18{20].It has been shown that the scaling properties of polymer networks ofarbitrary but �xed topology are uniquely de�ned by its constituting stars[2], as long as the statistical ensemble respects some conditions on chainlength distribution [13]. Thus the knowledge of the set of star exponentsallows to obtain the power laws corresonding to (1.3) also for any polymernetwork of arbitrary topology.
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u u1 2� � �fa � 1 fa1 2 fb � 1fb(a) (b)� � �Figure 3. a: Block copolymer consisting of two polymer chains of di�erentspecies (shown by solid and dashed curves) linked at their endpoints. b:Copolymer star consisting of fa arms of species a and fb arms of species btied together at their endpoints.In this article we address a somewhat more complex problem: Whathappens to the scaling laws if we build a polymer star or general networkof chains of di�erent species? In view of the above introduced ternarysolutions, one may thus study sytems of polymer networks in which some ofthe intra and inter chain interactions vanish. For example one may descibea copolymer star in solution consisting of say fa chains of species a and fbchains of species b (see Fig. 3b) in the situation that there are no interactionsamong the chains of each species alone but only between chains of di�erentspecies a and b. This situation in turn may also be interpreted as a numberfb of random walks which end at the core of a star of fa chains with theconstraint that the fb random walks avoid the chains of the star. Onemay thus describe di�usion phenomena with some complicated boundarycondition and �nd a tractable case of the more complex growth phenomenain a Laplacian �eld [21,22].The setup of our article is as follows. In section 2. we introduce no-tation and relate the polymer model to a Lagrangean �eld theory. This�eld theoretical formalism will be used throughout the paper. In section 3.we de�ne the renormalization group procedures. We present two alterna-tive approaches: zero mass renormalization together with "- expansion see(e.g.[23]) and massive renormalization at �xed dimension [24]. Section 4. isdevoted to the study of the renormalization group ow of the ternary modeland its �xed points. Series for critical exponents governing the scaling be-havior of copolymer stars and stars of mutually avoiding walks are obtainedin section 5.. In section 6. we discuss the problem of resummation of theasymptotic series arising in this context. Numerical results are presentedin section 7.. We close with concluding remarks and an outlook on possibleapplications of the theory in section 8. and give some calculational details inappendices. Some of our principal results have previously been announcedin a Letter [25].2. Model and NotationsLet us �rst take a look at the model we use to describe polymers. In a �rstdiscrete version we will describe a con�guration of the polymer by a set of



Statistics of multicomponent polymer stars 13positions of segment endpoints:Con�gurationfr1; : : : ; rNg 2 IRd�N :Its statistical weight (Boltzmann factor) with the Hamiltonian H dividedby the product of Boltzmann constant kB and temperature T will be givenby exp[� 1kBTH] = expf� 14`20 NXj=1(rj � rj�1)2 � �`d0 NXi6=j=1 �d(ri � rj)g: (2.1)The �rst term describes the chain connectivity, the parameter `0 governingthe mean segment length. The second term describes the excluded volumeinteraction forbidding two segment end points to take the same position inspace. The parameter � gives the strength of this interaction. The thirdparameter in our model is the chain length or number of segments N .The partition sum Z will be calculated as an integral over all con�gu-rations of the polymer divided by the system volume 
, thus dividing outidentical con�gurations just translated in space [26]:Z(N) = 1
 Z NYi=1 dri exp[� 1kBTHfrig]: (2.2)This will give us the `number of con�gurations' of the polymer (1.2). Wewill do our investigations by mapping the polymer model to a renormal-izable �eld theory making use of well developed formalisms (see [1,4] forexample). To this end we introduce a continuous version of our model asproposed by Edwards [27,28] generalizing it to describe a set of f polymerchains of varying composition possibly tied together at their end points.The con�guration of one polymer is now given by a path ra(s) in d - di-mensional space IRd parametrized by a surface variable 0 � s � Sa. Therelation of the `Gaussian surface' Sa of the chain a to the number of seg-ments Na in the discrete model is Sa = N`20. We now allow for a symmetricmatrix of excluded volume interactions uab between chains a; b = 1; : : : ; f .The Hamiltonian H is then given by1kBTH(ra) = fXa=1 Z Sa0 ds(dra(s)ds )2 + 16 fXa;b=1uab Z ddr�a(r)�b(r); (2.3)with densities �a(r) = R Sa0 ds�d(r � ra(s)) . Now the partition sum has tobe calculated using a functional integral:ZffSag = 1
 Z D[ra(s)] expf� 1kBTH(ra)g: (2.4)here the symbol D[ra(s)] includes normalization such that ZfSag = 1 for alluab = 0. To make the exponential of �-functions in (2.4) and the functionalintegral well-de�ned in the bare theory a cuto� s0 is to be introduced suchthat all simultaneous integrals of any variables s and s0 are cut o� by js � s0 j> s0. Let us note here that equation (2.4) describing a system ofcontinuous chains may be understood as a limit of discrete self-avoiding



14 C. von Ferber, Yu. Holovatchwalks, when the length of each step is decreasing while the number of stepsNa is increasing keeping the mean square size of chain �xed. Thus one canrelate the Gaussian surface Sa of each path to the notion of steps byNa = Sa=s0:Now the continuous chain model (2.3) can be mapped onto a corresponding�eld theory by a Laplace transform in the Gaussian surfaces Sa to conjugatechemical potentials (\mass variables") �a:~Zff�ag = Z 10 Yb dSbe��bSbZffSag: (2.5)where the Laplace-transformed partition function ~Zff�ag can be expressedas the m = 0 limit of the functional integral over vector �elds �a; a =1; : : : ; f with m components ��a ; � = 1; : : : ;m :~Zff�bg = 1
 Z D[�a(r)] exp[�Lf�b; �bg] jm=0: (2.6)the Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson-Lagrangean L of f interacting �elds �b eachwith m components readsLf�b; �bg = 12 fXa=1 Z ddr(�a�2a+(r�a(r))2)+ 14! fXa;a0=1ua;a0 Z ddr�2a(r)�2a0(r):(2.7)here �2a = mX�=1(��a )2: (2.8)The limit m = 0 in (2.6) can be understood as a certain rule to calculatethe diagrams appearing in the perturbation theory expansions and can beeasily checked diagrammatically. A rigorous proof based on the applicationof Stratonovich-Hubbard transformation to linearize terms in (2.3) is givenfor the multicomponent case in [10].The one particle irreducible vertex function �(L)(qi) can be de�ned by:�(X qi)�(L)(qi) = Z eiqiridr1 : : : drLh�a1(r1) : : : �aL(rL)iL1PI : (2.9)Averaging in (2.9) is done with respect to the Lagrangean (2.7) while keep-ing only those contributions which correspond to one-particle irreduciblegraphs.The partition function Z�ffSag of a polymer star consisting of f poly-mers of di�erent species 1; : : : ; f constrained to have a common end pointis obtained from (2.4) by introducing an appropriate product of �-functionsensuring the \star-like" structure. It reads:Z�ffSag = 1
 Z D[ra] expf� fXa=1 Z Sa0 ds(d~ra(s)ds )2 �16 fXa;b=1 u0ab Z ddr�a(~r)�b(~r)g fYa=2 �d(~ra(0)� ~r1(0)): (2.10)



Statistics of multicomponent polymer stars 15The vertex part of its Laplace transformation may be de�ned by:�(p+X qi)�(�f)a1:::af (p; q1 : : : qf) = Z ei(pr0+qiri)ddr0ddr1 : : : ddrfh�a1(r0) : : : �af (r0)�a1(r1) : : : �af (rf )iL1PI ; (2.11)where all a1; : : : af are distinct. When only species a is present one can alsode�ne ��f as the m = 0 component limit of�(p+X qi)�(�f)(q; p1 : : : pf) = Z ei(qr0+piri)ddr0ddr1 : : : ddrfhN�1:::�f�a�1(r0) : : : �a�f (r0)�a�1(r1) : : : �a�f (rf )iL1PI ; (2.12)where � is index of the �eld component and tensor N�1;:::�f has tracelesssymmetry [14]: X� N���3:::�f = 0: (2.13)In what follows below we will be mainly interested in the case when only twospecies of polymers are present, with interactions u11, u22 between polymersof the same species and u12 = u21 between polymers of di�erent species.Thus we will present here results for the case of a ternary polymer solution.Nevertheless the results obtained are easily generalized to the case of highernumbers of polymer species.Let us give the expressions to the third order for those vertex functionswe are going to deal with in our study. They involve the loop integralsD2; I1 � I8 which are given in the Appendix A together with their corre-spondence to the graphs of perturbation theory. The bare Gamma functionsread: @@k2�(2)(aa) = 1� 19I2u2aa + 427I8u3aa; a = 1; 2; (2.14)�(4)(aaaa) = uaa � 43Daa2 u2aa + (59D22 + 229 I1)u3aa � (29D32 + 2827I1D2 +827I3 + 409 I4 + 5827I5 + 1427I6 + 2227I7)u4aa; a = 1; 2; (2.15)�(�f) = 1 +Da1a22 �ua1a2=2 +D22�ua1a2 �ua3a4=8 + �ua1a2 �ua1a3I1+ �I1 +D22� �u2a1a2=2 + �ua1a1 �ua1a2I1 +D32�ua1a2 �ua3a4 �ua5a6=48+D2�ua1a2 �ua1a3 �ua4a5I1=2 + �ua1a2 �ua1a3 �ua3a4I4+(I5 + I6) �ua1a2 �ua1a3 �ua2a4=2 + �ua1a2 �ua1a3 �ua1a4I4+(3 I4 + I7) �ua1a2 �ua1a3 �ua2a3=3 +D2 �I1 +D22� �u2a1a2 �ua3a4=4+ (D2I1 + 2 I4 + 2 I5 + I7) �u2a1a2 �ua1a3 + (I3 + 3 I4 + I5) �u2a1a1 �ua1a2+ �D2I1 + 2 I4 + I5 + I6 +D32� �u3a1a2=2 +D2�ua1a1 �ua1a2 �ua3a4I1=2+ (I4 + I5) �ua1a1 �ua1a2 �ua2a3 + (I4 + I5 + I7) �ua1a1 �ua1a2 �ua1a3+�ua1a1 �ua1a2 �ua2a2I5=2 + (D2I1 + 4 I4 + I6) �ua1a1 �u2a1a2 (2.16)



16 C. von Ferber, Yu. HolovatchHere summation over ai = 1 : : : f is assumed. For a star of f1 chains ofspecies 1 and f2 chains of species 2 the matrix of interactions �uab is givenby �uf1f2ab = ( u11 1 � a; b � f1u22 f1 < a; b � fu12 elseLet us de�ne in this way: �(�f1f2) = �(�f)j�uab=�uf1f2ab (2.17)For general f1, f2 the corresponding combinatorics may also be directlycalculated by summation over ai = 1; 2 instead. Replacing v = u, each termin the sum with indices a1 : : : ak then aquires a factor� f1#1(a1 : : : ak)�� f2#2(a1 : : : ak)�:Here #1(a1 : : : ak) is the number of ai = 1 whereas #2(a1 : : : ak) is thenumber of ai = 2.As a special case we may derive the vertex function �(4)1122 for the u12interaction using the relation �(�22) = @=@u12�(4)1122 which is obvious fromthe perturbation theory (see [31] for instance):�(4)1122 = Z du12�(�22):With the same formalism we can also describe a star of f mutually avoidingwalks [29]. In this case all interactions on the same chain vaa vanish andonly those �uab with a 6= b remain:�(�f)MAW = �(�f)j�uab=(1��ab)u12 : (2.18)In this case each term with indices a1 : : : ak aquires a factor �fk�k!.As it is well known ultraviolet divergencies occur when the vertex func-tions (2.14) - (2.16) are evaluated naively [30]. In the next section the �eldtheoretical renormalization group approach is to be applied to study thisproblem.3. RenormalizationWe apply renormalization group (RG) theory to make use of the scalingsymmetry of the systems in the asymptotic limit to extract the universalcontent and at the same time remove divergencies which occur for the evalu-ation of the bare functions in this limit [23,30,31]. We pass from the theoryin terms of the initial bare variables to a renormalized theory. This can beachieved by a controlled rearrangement of the series for the vertex functions.Serveral asymptotically equivalent procedures serve to this purpose. Herewe will use two somewhat complementary approaches: zero mass renormal-ization (see [23] for instance) with successive "-expansion [32] and the �xeddimension RG approach [24]. The �rst is de�ned directly for the criticalpoint but on the other hand has to make use of the " = 4 � d expansion



Statistics of multicomponent polymer stars 17in order to give results for critical exponents at physically interesting di-mensions d = 2 and d = 3 [32{35]. The second approach renormalizes fornon zero mass and leads to results for critical exponents directly in spacedimensions d = 2, d = 3 [36,37] but can not be performed at the criticalpoint itself though leading to quantitative results for preasymptotic criticalbehaviour [38,39]. Most authors tend to prefer one method and to excludethe other for non obvious reasons. The application of both approaches willenable us in particular to check the consistency of approximations and theaccuracy of the results obtained.Let us formulate the relations to obtain a renormalized theory in terms ofcorresponding renormalization conditions. Though being di�erent in prin-ciple for the two procedures, we may formulate them simultaneously usingthe same expressions. Note that the polymer limit of zero component �eldsleads to essential simpli�cation. Each �eld �a, mass ma and coupling uaarenormalizes as if the other �elds were absent. First we introduce renormal-ized couplings gab by: uaa = �"Z2�aZaagaa; a = 1; 2 (3.1)u12 = �"Z�1Z�2Z12g12: (3.2)Here, � is a scale parameter (equal to the mass at which the massivescheme is evaluated and giving the scale of external momenta in the masslessscheme). The renormalization factors Z�a ; Zab are de�ned as power seriesin the renormalized coupling which ful�ll the following RG conditions:Z�a(gaa) @@k2�(2)aa (uaa(gaa)) = 1 (3.3)Zaa(gaa)�(4)aaaa(uaa(gaa)) = �"gaa (3.4)Z12(gab)�(4)1122(uab(gab)) = �"g12 (3.5)Evaluating these formulas perturbatively the corresponding loop integralsare evaluated in the massive approach for zero external momenta and in themassless approach for external momenta at the scale of � as given in theappendix A. In the �rst case the RG condition for the vertex function �(2)reads �(2)aa (uaa(gaa))jk2=0 = m2a; a = 1; 2 (3.6)in the second case of massles renormalization the corresponding conditionreads �(2)aa (uaa(gaa))jk2=�2 = 0; a = 1; 2 (3.7)In order to renormalize the star vertex functions we introduce renormaliza-tion factors Z�f1;f2 byZf1=2�1 Zf2=2�2 Z�f1;f2�(�f1f2)(uab(gab)) = ��(f1+f2) : (3.8)In the same way we de�ne the appropriate renormalization of the mutuallyavoiding walks (MAW) vertex function:Zf=2�1 Z(MAWf)��fMAW(u12(gab)) = ��f : (3.9)



18 C. von Ferber, Yu. HolovatchThe powers of � absorb the engeneering dimensions of the bare vertex func-tions. These are given by�f = f("=2� 1) + 4� ": (3.10)The renormalized couplings gab de�ned by the relations (3.1),(3.2) depend onthe scale parameter �. By their dependence on gab also the renormalizationZ - factors depend implictly on �. This dependence is expressed by therenormalization group functions de�ned by the following relations:� dd�gab = �ab(ga0b0) (3.11)� dd� lnZ�a = ��a(gaa) (3.12)� dd� lnZ�f1f2 = ��f1f2(gab) (3.13)� dd� lnZMAWf = �MAWf (gab) (3.14)The function ��a describes the pair correlation critical exponent, while thefunctions ��f1f2 and �MAWf (gab) de�ne the set of exponents for copolymerstars and stars of mutually avoiding walks. Explicit expressions for the �and � functions will be given in the next section together with a study ofthe RG ow and the �xed points of the theory.4. Renormalization Group Flow and the Fixed Points: "-expansion and pseudo-"-expansionHere we want to discuss the RG ow of the theory presented in section 3.. Inparticular we want to �nd appropriate representations for the �xed points ofthe ow for both approaches used here. In a study devoted to ternary poly-mer solutions the RG ow has previously been calculated [10] in the framesof massless renormalization and given to third loop order in the "-expansion.Note that for the diagonal coupling gaa the corresponding expressions arealso found in the polymer limit m = 0 of the O(m)-symmetrical �4 model.They are known in even higher orders of perturbation theory [40]. To thirdloop order the expressions read:�"gaa = �"gaa + 13(4 + 2"+ 2"2)g2aa � 19(212 + 2158 "� 11J")g3aa +127(79 � 22J + 33�(3))g4aa +O(g5aa); a = 1; 2: (4.1)�"g12 = �"g12 + 13(1 + "2 + "22 )(g11 + g22)g12 + 13(2 + "+ "2)g212 �19(54 + 5516"� 32J")(g211 + g222)g12 � 19(3 + 152 "� 3J")(g11 + g22)g212 �19(2 + 5"� 2J")g312 + 154(15� J)(g311 + g322)g12 + 127(272 +9�(3)� 6J)(g211 + g222)g212 + 127(7� 3J)g11g22g212 + 127(12 + 6�(3)�2J)(g11 + g22)g312 + 127(6 + 3�(3) � 2J)g412 +O(g5): (4.2)



Statistics of multicomponent polymer stars 19Here the Riemann �-function with �(3) � 1:202 and the constant J � 0:7494occur. The index " at �" is used to distinguish the �-functions obtained inmassless renormalization with successsive "-expansion from �m obtained inmassive �eld theory.Similarlily, performing renormalization in the massive scheme, as de-scribed in the previous section we obtain the corresponding functions �m .In order to present them let us pass to new variables vab = Dm2 gab and intro-duce new functions �mvab = Dm2 �mgab , Dm2 is the one-loop integral calculated inmassive �eld theory framework (see appendix A). This de�nes a convenientnumerical scale for �-function. The expression for functions �mvab read:�mvaa = �(4� d)vaa(1� 4vaa3 + 29(22(i1 � 12) + 2i2)v2aa + 227(�89 +310i1 + 8i2 + 3i2d� 12i3 � 180i4 � 87i5 � 21i6 � 33i7 �12i8)v3aa); a = 1; 2: (4.3)�mv12 = �(4� d)v12(1� 13(v11 + v22 + 2v12) + 13(�v211 � v222 � 2v12v11�4v2123 � 2v12v22 + 2v212i23 + 8v212i13 + 4v12v22i1 + 2v211i1 + 2v222i23 +4v12v11i1 + 2v222i1) + 8Xj=0 bjv12ij); (4.4)where ij are the dimension-dependent loop integrals entering the expres-sions for the bare vertex functions (2.14)-(2.16) normalized by the one-loopintegral value (see appendix A). Expressions for the coe�cients bjv12 aregiven in the appendix B. Again, in the case of polymer limit of O(m) sym-metric �4 model (formula (4.3)) we recover to the third order expressionsfor �-function obtained in the massive scheme in [36] for d = 3 in six-looporder [41].The equations for the �xed points fg�11; g�22; g�12g of the functions �" asobtained in massless renormalization,�"gaa(g�aa) = 0; a = 1; 2;�"g12(g�11; g�22; g�12) = 0; (4.5)have 8 di�erent solutions, corresponding to the di�erent cases of interactingand non-interacting chains. In the case when the interaction between thechains of di�erent species is absent (g�12 = 0) one �nds the following �xedpoints G0 (g�11 = 0; g�22 = 0), U0 (g�11 6= 0; g�22 = 0), U 00 (g�11 = 0; g�22 6= 0),S0 (g�11 6= 0; g�22 6= 0).It is clear from the expressions (4.1) for the �-functions that non-zerosolutions for g�11, g�22 in (4.5) correspond to the �xed points describing self-avoiding walks (zero solutions correspond to random walks). More interest-ing are the �xed points corresponding to the case of mutually interactingchains ((g�12 6= 0)). Keeping notations of [10] they are: G (g�11 = 0; g�22 = 0),U (g�11 6= 0; g�22 = 0), U 0 (g�11 = 0; g�22 6= 0), S (g�11 6= 0; g�22 6= 0).In the three dimensional space of couplings g11; g22; g12 the above dis-cussed �xed points are placed at the corners of a cube deformed in the g12direction [10] (see �gure 4). Their numerical values in "-expansion are given



20 C. von Ferber, Yu. Holovatchin Table 1, withg�G = 3"2 � �J + 32�(3)�3"38 (4.6)g�U = 9"8 + 39"2256 + � 2674096 � 6931024�(3)� 189512J�"3 (4.7)g�S = 3"4 + 15"2128 + � 1112048 � 99256�(3)� 33128J�"3 (4.8)Being interested in numerical values of the �xed points of �-functionsobtained in the massive scheme (4.3), (4.4) (as well as in the other quantitiesof the theory) one has several alternatives in analysing the equations (4.3),(4.4). The �rst possibility is to introduce the "-expansions for the loopintegrals. For massive renormalization these are known for the one- andtwo-loop integrals (see [31]):Dm2 = 1"�1� "2�+O("); i1 = 12 + "4 +O("2); i2 = �"8 +O("2); (4.9)A second possibility is to proceed directly in �xed dimension of spaced = 2 or d = 3 substituting instead of the loop integrals their numericalvalues in �xed dimensions [42,43]. For the �rst case ("-expansion) the non-trivial (i.e. v�12 6= 0) �xed points are given in table 2 to 2nd order in ".Comparing these results to the corresponding �xed point values obtainedin [10] in the massless renormalization scheme (Table 1 and formulas (4.6)-(4.8) ) one can see that only the terms linear in " coincide and a di�erencearises already in the "2 terms. It is well known that "-expanded �-functionsobtained in the massive renormalization scheme di�er from those arising inmassless renormalization already in the second order in ", the same appliesto the values of �xed points and other intermediate renormalization groupfunctions (see [31] for instance). But of course critical exponents or otherobservables will not depend on the renormalization scheme (see below).Let us pass on to study the expressions (4.3), (4.4) directly at �xeddimension. The usual way of dealing with �-functions of models containingseveral couplings obtained in this scheme consists in numerical solution ofthe system of equations for �xed points. Being asymptotic, the series inthe coupling constants are represented in the form of the correspondingresummed expressions �res [44]. However, the numerical solution of theTable 1. The �xed points of ternary solutions as obtained in the "3-expansion in the massless renormalization scheme [10]. g�G, g�U , g�S are givenby (4.6), (4.7), (4.8).G g�11 = 0 g�22 = 0 g�12 = g�GU g�11 = g�S g�22 = 0 g�12 = g�UU 0 g�11 = 0 g�22 = g�S g�12 = g�US g�11 = g�S g�22 = g�S g�12 = g�S
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Figure 4. Fixed points of ternary polymer solution. G0, U0, U 00, S0 cor-respond to mutually non-interacting chains, G, U , U 0, S correspond topresence of mutually-avoiding interaction (g12 6= 0).Table 2. Fixed points of ternary solutions as obtained in "2-expansion inthe massive renormalization scheme. vab are normalized couplings relatedto gab by vab = Dm2 gab, where Dm2 is the one-loop integral.G g�11 = 0 g�22 = 0 g�12 = 3"2 + 3"22U g�11 = 3"4 + 111"2128 g�22 = 0 g�12 = 9"8 + 327"2256U 0 g�11 = 0 g�22 = 3"4 + 111"2128 g�12 = 9"8 + 327"2256S g�11 = 3"4 + 111"2128 g�22 = 3"4 + 111"2128 g�12 = 3"4 + 111"2128resummed �xed point equation leads in our case to inconsistent results aswill be shown in Sec. 6.. An alternative to this procedure and thus athird possibility to proceed was proposed by Nickel and is called a pseudo-"expansion[45]. As to our knowledge it was intensively exploited up to nowonly in theories with one coupling (see [37]), here we are going to use this`third way' to deal with an expansion in several couplings. We introducethe \pseudo-epsilon" parameter � into the expressions for the �-functions�mvaa ; �mv12 in (4.3), (4.4) by:��mvaa=((4 � d)vaa) = � � 4 vaa3 + : : : ; a = 1; 2;��mv12=((4 � d)v12) = � � 13�v11 + v22 + 2v12�+ : : : ; (4.10)and look for the �xed point solutions as series in � . The resulting series forthe �xed points then can be either resummed (when the numerical valueof the �xed points is needed) or they can be substituted into the other



22 C. von Ferber, Yu. Holovatchexpansions arising in theory. In the �nal results we substitute � = 1.Performing this procedure we get the �xed point values as series in thepseudo-epsilon parameter � up to the order � 3: Performing this procedurewe get the �xed point values as series in the pseudo-epsilon parameter � upto the order � 3:vG = 3=2� + (3 i1 � 3=2)� 2 + (�9 i68 � 9 i14 + 3=8 + 12 i12 � 9 i42 �27 i58 � 9 i78 )� 3; (4.11)vU = 9�8 + (93 i132 � 9364 + 3 i232 )� 2 � (387 i6512 + 9 i864 + 33 i264 + 1281 i1256 �459512 + 693 i7512 + 27 i3128 + 369 i464 + 1485 i5512 � 3 i2264 � 9 i2 i18 �969 i2164 � 27 di2512 )� 3; (4.12)vS = 3=4� + (3 i216 + 33 i116 � 3332)� 2 + (3=4 � 27 i232 � 261 i5128 �135 i432 � 261 i164 � 63 i6128 + 3 i2232 + 33 i2 i116 + 9 di2128 � 99 i7128 � 9 i832 �9 i332 + 363 i1232 )� 3: (4.13)Expressions (4.6) - (4.8) [10] and the expressions (4.3) - (4.13) obtainedhere give the �xed point values of ternary solutions in the massless andmassive renormalization schemes and are the main results to be used in thesubsequent calculations.Looking for the stability of above described �xed points one �nds thatonly the �xed point S is stable and thus in the excluded volume limit ofin�nitely long chains the behavior of a system of two polymer species isdescribed by the same scaling laws as a solution of only one polymer species.Nevertheless studying polymer mixtures at di�erent temperatures and alsotaking into account that real polymer chains are not in�nitely long one infact may study crossover phenomena in the system which are governed bythe unstable �xed points as well. The knowledge of the total ow allows fora description of the crossover phenomena in whole region [10].However, for the purpose of our study we are interested only in thevalues of �xed points and properties of the star vertex functions in these�xed points.5. Results for ExponentsFor homogeneous stars of polymer chains of one species alone serveral setsof star exponents have been de�ned, each describing either the scaling prop-erties of the con�gurational number (see formula (1.3) of this article), or theanomalous dimensions of star vertices, etc. Due to scaling relations theseexponents can be expressed in terms of each other [2]. In this sense each setof star exponents forms a complete basis. For copolymer and MAW starsconsidered here we choose to present our results in terms of the exponents�f1f2 and �MAWf given by �xed point values of functions ��f1f2(gab) (3.13)and �MAWf (gab) (3.14). So let us de�ne the asymptotic values of copolymer



Statistics of multicomponent polymer stars 23star exponents and MAW star exponents by:�Sf1f2 = ��f1f2(gab)jS ; (5.1)�Gf1f2 = ��f1f2(gab)jG; (5.2)�Uf1f2 = ��f1f2(gab)jU = ��f2f1(gab)jU 0 ; (5.3)�MAWf = �MAWf (gab)jG: (5.4)In the case of the symmetric �xed point S where we reproduce the resultsfor homogeneous polymer stars [10] we can relate exponent �Sf1f2 to con�g-urational number star exponents f introduced by (1.3):Sf1f2 � 1 � f1+f2 � 1 = ��Sf1;f2 + (�(2� �)� 1)(f1 + f2): (5.5)In the case of the �xed point G (two sets of mutually avoiding randomwalks) substituting � = 1=2 and � = 0 to (5.5) one may de�ne Gf1f2 :Gf1f2 � 1 = �Gf1;f22 ; (5.6)and the number of con�gurations ZGf1f2 of the star of two sets of mutuallyavoiding chains will scale with the number of monomers like:ZGf1f2 � e�N(f1+f2)NGf1f2�1: (5.7)In the unsymmetric case, when one set of chains is selfavoiding and theother is not, the exponents f1f2 are not well de�ned. This can be seen fromthe equation (5.5) as it is not clear what should be the value of � in the�rst term of its right hand side. On the other hand, the scaling law of thenumber of con�gurations on the basis of number of monomers will also beill-de�ned. The set of self-avoiding walks will �ll much larger volume forthe same number of monomers than the non-self-avoiding walks. These twosets will not interact along the full length of self-avoiding walks.Now on the basis of the expressions for the �xed points given in theprevious section and the relations (5.1) - (5.4) one can �nd the series forthe appropriate star exponents. In the case of the �-expansion we obtainthe following values of the exponents �f1f2 :�Gf1f2(") = �f1 f2 "2 + f1 f2 �f2 � 3 + f1�"28 � f1 f2�f2 � 3 + f1��f1 +f2 + 3 �(3) � 3� "316 ; (5.8)�Uf1f2(") = f1�1� f1 � 3f2�"8 + f1�25� 33f1 + 8f1 2 � 91f2 + 42f1 f2 +18f2 2� "2256 + f1�577 � 969f1 + 456f1 2 � 64f1 3 � 2463f2 + 2290f1 f2 �492f1 2f2 + 1050f2 2 � 504f1 f2 2 � 108f2 3 � 712�(3) + 936f1 �(3)�224f1 2�(3) + 2652f2 �(3)� 1188f1 f2 �(3)� 540f2 2�(3)� "34096 ; (5.9)



24 C. von Ferber, Yu. Holovatch�MAWf1f2 (") = �(f1 � 1)f1 "4 + f1 (f1 � 1)(2f1 � 5) "216 � (f1 � 1)f1 (4f1 2 �20f1 + 8f1�(3)� 19�(3) + 25) "332 : (5.10)In the case of the pseudo-" expansion obtained in the massive schemeour series for the �f1f2 exponents read:�Gf1f2(�) = (4� d)(�f1f22 � + 12(f2f 21 + f1f 22 � 3f1f2)(i1 � 12)� 2 +( 8Xj=0 �jGij)� 3); (5.11)�Uf1f2(�) = (4� d)(18 (�3f1f2 + f1 � f 21 )� + 132((21f2f 21 + 9f1f 22 �46f1f2 + 4f 31 + 13f1 � 17f 21 )(i1 � 12) + (f1 � f 21 � f1f2)i2)� 2 +( 8Xj=0 �jU ij + �1;2U i1i2)� 3); (5.12)�MAWf1f2 (�) = (4� d)(�f(f � 1)4 � + 14f(f � 1)(2f � 5)(i1 � 12)� 2 +8Xj=0 �jMAW ij� 3): (5.13)The expressions for the three loop terms in (5.11) - (5.13) are given inthe Appendix B. For the sake of completeness we give also the results in"- and pseudo-" expansions for the exponents � and � entering the relation(5.5): �(") = "264 + 17"31024 ; (5.14)�(") = 12 + 116"+ 15512"2 + � 1358192 � 33�(3)1024 � "3; (5.15)�(�) = �(4� d)128 �(16� i2 � 12� 2i2 � 24� 2i8 + 8� 2i2 2 + 88� 2i1 i2 );(5.16)�(�) = 12 + 4� d16 � � (4� d)512 (4� 40i1 + 8i2 + 4d)� 2 �(4� d)512 (6 + 12i2 + 10i1 + 84i4 + 63i5 + 3i6 + 33i7 � 12i8 �220i21 + 4i22 + 24i1i2 � d+ 10i1d� 2i2d� d22 )� 3: (5.17)



Statistics of multicomponent polymer stars 25Table 3. Values of the copolymer star exponent �f1f2 obtained in the �rst(� "), second (� "2) and third (� "3) order in " in the Gaussian (G) andunsymmetrical (U) �xed points for di�erent values of f1; f2 at " = 1. resstands for the results obtained by Pad�e-Borel resummation of "3-series.f1 f2 Fixed point G Fixed point U� " � "2 � "3 res: � " � "2 � "3 res:1 1 -.50 -.63 -.46 -.56 -.38 -.50 -.28 -.431 2 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -.75 -.85 -.69 -.801 3 -1.50 -1.13 -1.99 -1.36 -1.13 -1.07 -1.33 -1.112 1 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -.98 -.71 -1.002 2 -2.00 -1.50 -2.65 -1.81 -1.75 -1.37 -2.37 -1.622 3 -3.00 -1.50 -5.71 -2.50 -2.50 -1.47 -4.99 -2.193 1 -1.50 -1.13 -1.99 -1.36 -1.88 -1.28 -1.70 -1.503 2 -3.00 -1.50 -5.71 -2.50 -3.00 -1.36 -6.19 -2.473 3 -4.50 -1.13 -12.27 -3.48 -4.13 -1.02 -12.83 -3.266. ResummationAs is well known the series appearing in the perturbation theory of the �eldtheoretic RG scheme are not convergent. Already the data given in tables3 and 4 indicate such a behavior for the exponents �f1f2 , when the series issummed up without further analysis.The growth of the coe�cients of perturbation theory series may be es-timated using information such as the growth of the combinatorial multi-plicity of diagrams. It was proven that the series for the � function of theO(m) symmetric �4 model with one coupling g has the following asymptoticbehavior [46,47]:�(g) = Xk Akgk (6.1)Ak = ckb0(�a)kk![1 +O(1=k)] ; k !1 (6.2)the quantities a; b0; c were calculated in [46,48]. Such a behavior is alsoexpected and may be proven for the critical exponents as series in terms ofthe coupling. These results also show the divergence of the " and pseudo" expansions used here and indicate their Borel summability [49]. Thisprocedure of resummation takes into account the asymptotic growth of thecoe�cients and allows to map the asymptotic series to a convergent serieswith the same limiting value. The function �aa considered here (3.11) coin-sides with the O(m) symmetric � function (6.1) in the polymer limitm = 0.So its asymptotic behavior is known from this study. The asymptotic be-haviour of the o� diagonal � function �12 was found by instanton analysis(see [50,51]) in [10].Let us introduce the techniques for resummation of the series based onthe knowlege of the asymptotic behavior. Her we make use of Pad�e-Borelresummation and a resummation extended by a conformal mapping. The�rst way of resummation is applicable only for alternating series, while thesecond is more universal.The resummation procedures are as follows. For the asymptotic series



26 C. von Ferber, Yu. HolovatchTable 4. Values of the copolymer star exponent �f1f2 obtained in the one- (��), two- (� � 2) and three (� � 3) loop approximation (power of � correspondsto the number of loops) in 3d theory in Gaussian (G) and unsymmetrical(U) �xed points for di�erent values of f1; f2. res stands for the resultsobtained by Pad�e-Borel resummation of three-loop series.f1 f2 Fixed point G Fixed point U� � � � 2 � � 3 res: � � � � 2 � � 3 res:1 1 -.50 -.58 -.56 -.57 -.38 -.46 -.43 -.441 2 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -.75 -.82 -.78 -.801 3 -1.50 -1.25 -1.42 -1.34 -1.13 -1.09 -1.11 -1.102 1 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -.99 -.98 -.992 2 -2.00 -1.67 -1.93 -1.80 -1.75 -1.50 -1.71 -1.602 3 -3.00 -2.00 -3.01 -2.45 -2.50 -1.82 -2.56 -2.133 1 -1.50 -1.25 -1.42 -1.34 -1.88 -1.48 -1.82 -1.643 2 -3.00 -2.00 -3.01 -2.45 -3.00 -1.91 -3.18 -2.433 3 -4.50 -2.25 -5.09 -3.37 -4.13 -2.06 -4.97 -3.14for an exponent  given as a series in the expansion parameter "(") =Xj (j)"j ; (6.3)one de�nes the Borel-Leroy transform B(") of the series by:B(") =Xj (j)�(j + b+ 1)(")j ; (6.4)(b being the �t parameter). Then the value of the initial series may becalculated from (") = Z 10 dttbe�tB("t): (6.5)Evaluating this for the truncated series as calculated from the perturba-tion theory and substituting instead of B("t) in (6.5) its analytic continu-ation in the form of Pad�e approximant this procedure constitutes the Pad�eBorel resummation.The conformal mapping technique postulates in addition the knowledgeof the constant a entering (6.2). Assuming the behavior (6.2) holds alsofor the expansion of (") in ", one concludes that the singularity of thetransformed series B(") closest to the origin is located at the point (�1=a)and one can map the " plane onto a circle with a mapping leaving the origininvariant: w = (1 + a")1=2 � 1(1 + a")1=2 + 1 ; " = 4a w(1� w)2 :Thus one obtains an expression for B(") convergent in the whole cut planeand, as a result, the expression for the resummed function res. In orderto weaken a possible singularity on w-plane the corresponding expression ismultiplied by (1 � w)� and thus one more parameter � is introduced. In



Statistics of multicomponent polymer stars 27the resummation procedure the value of a is taken from the known large-order behavior of "-expansion series while � was chosen in our calculationsas a �t parameter de�ned by the condition of minimal di�erence betweenresummed 2nd order and 3rd order results. The resummation procedure wasseen to be quite insensitive to the parameter b introduced by the Borel-Leroytransformation (6.4).For the resummation of the rexponents �f1f2 we take into account inaddition the knowledge of the combinatorial factors which multiply eachcontribution according to the numbers of chains f1 and f2. This leads to anadditional factor (f1 + f2)k for the kth order contributions. It is taken intoaccount by multiplying the constant a by (f1+f2). For resummation of theseries at the �xed points S,G and U the following values of a = aS; aG; aUare used [46,10]: aS = aG = 3=8 and aU = 27=64 (6.6)By analogy we use the same procedures as developed for the " expansion alsofor the � -expansion which we assume to have the same asymptotic behavioras it is in the same way collecting contributions of the same loop order.Let us note here that the conventional resummation of the �- functionsin the massive approach leads to a severe inconsistency which is the reasonfor us to take the pseudo-" or � -expansion method.The distinct feature of the �ab-functions introduced here is that they arefunctions of di�erent numbers of variables which leads to ambiguities in theiranalytical continuation via Pad�e approximants or rational approximants ofseveral variables (see [52]). Let us illustrate this on the example of thetwo-loop approximation, when the corresponding expressions read:�vaa = �(4� d)vaafvaa(vaa); a = 1; 2; (6.7)�v12 = �(4� d)v12fv12(v11; v22; v12) (6.8)with obvious expressions for fv11 ; fv22 ; fv12 .Now in order to obtain the analytical continuation of the Borel trans-formed functions one one variable fvaa(vaa) (6.7) one can make use of the[1=1] Pad�e approximant. Solving the correponding non linear equationsnumerically we get for the non-trivial �xed point S: v11 = v22 = 1:1857[53]. In order to apply a similar resummation technique to the functionfv12(v11; v22; v12) (6.8) one can make use of a generalization of Pad�e approx-imants to the case of several variables, i.e. represent the Borel transformFv12 of fv12 in the form of a rational approximant of three variables:F Pv12(v11t; v22t; v12t) = 1 + a1(v11; v22; v12)t+ a2(v11; v22; v12)t21 + b(v11; v22; v12)t : (6.9)In spite of the fact that the rational approximant (6.9) holds projectionproperties of the initial series (6.8), i. e. putting any pair of variablesfv11; v22; v12g to zero in (6.9) one gets the appropriate [1=1] Pad�e approx-imant for the remaining variable, the \global" symmetry is now not pre-served. Due to di�erent analytical continuations for the Borel transforms ofthe series (6.7) on one hand and (6.8) on the other, solving the �xed-pointequation f resv12 = 0 (6.10)we will never obtain a symmetrical solution v�11 = v�22 = v�12 6= 0. Really,substituting the solution v�11 = v�22 = 0 into the equation (6.10) and solving



28 C. von Ferber, Yu. Holovatchit numerically we get for �xed point G: vG = 2:1112. For the �xed pointsU and U 0 the corresponding value of v12 equals: vU = 1:6955. For the caseS substituting into the equation (6.10) v11 = v22 = 1:1857 instead getting\symmetrical" solution v�11 = v�22 = v�12 6= 0 we get v12 = 0:9571 (!) [55].The reason is that substituting numerical values of �xed point coordinatesv11; v22 into (6.10) we loose information about contributions into �xed pointvalue from di�erent separate orders of the perturbation theory series.So it appears quite natural to restore this information by generalizingthe pseudo-" expansion [45] to the case of several couplings as described insection 4..7. Numerical ResultsIn this chapter we give results for the exponents �Gf1f2 , �Uf1f2 and �MAWf . Theexponent �Sf1f2 in the symmetrical �xed point S describes a uniform starand coincides with �f1+f2 de�ned in this context [2] (see formulas (1.3),(5.5)of this article as well). Results for the symmetrical case are to be found in"-expansion in [13] and in pseudo-" expansion in [56].7.1. d = 3Let us consider �rst the case d = 3. Applying the Pad�e-Borel resummationtechnique one obtains the results given in the tables 3 and 4 for the "- and� expansions in comparison with non-resummed results.Even though the non-resummed results di�er to great extend for highernumbers of arms resumation shows the consistency of the approaches on thenumerical level. Further applying the resummation procedure based on theconformal mapping technique as described in the previous section we getthe results given in tables 5 6.Table 5. Values of the copolymer star exponent �Gf1f2 at d = 3 obtained by"-expansion (�G" ) and by �xed dimension technique (�G3d).f1 f2 �G" �G3d f1 f2 �G" �G3d1 1 -0.56 -0.58 3 3 -3.38 -3.571 2 -0.99 -1.00 3 4 -4.21 -4.501 3 -1.33 -1.35 3 5 -4.94 -5.361 4 -1.63 -1.69 3 6 -5.62 -6.151 5 -1.88 -1.98 4 4 -5.27 -5.711 6 -2.10 -2.24 4 5 -6.24 -6.842 2 -1.77 -1.81 4 6 -7.12 -7.902 3 -2.45 -2.53 5 5 -7.42 -8.242 4 -3.01 -3.17 5 6 -8.50 -9.542 5 -3.51 -3.75 6 6 -9.78 -11.072 6 -3.95 -4.28Comparing the numerical values listed in the above tables it is convincingthat the two approaches and the di�erent resummation procedures all leadto results which lie within a bandwidth of consistency, which is broadeningfor larger values of number of chains. This is not surprising as we have seenin section 5. that our expansion parameters are multiplied by the numberof chains. Rather it is remarkable that even for a total number of chains of



Statistics of multicomponent polymer stars 29Table 6. Values of the copolymer star exponent �Uf1f2 at d = 3 obtained by"-expansion (�U" ) and by �xed dimension technique (�U3d).f1 f2 �U" �U3d f1 f2 �U" �U3d1 1 -0.43 -0.45 4 1 -2.39 -2.471 2 -0.79 -0.81 4 2 -3.33 -3.501 3 -1.09 -1.09 4 3 -4.20 -4.481 4 -1.35 -1.37 4 4 -5.02 -5.401 5 -1.60 -1.64 4 5 -5.80 -6.301 6 -1.81 -1.89 4 6 -6.53 -7.152 1 -0.98 -0.98 5 1 -3.21 -3.382 2 -1.58 -1.60 5 2 -4.28 -4.572 3 -2.13 -2.19 5 3 -5.28 -5.712 4 -2.61 -2.71 5 4 -6.24 -6.812 5 -3.05 -3.21 5 5 -7.15 -7.892 6 -3.46 -3.68 5 6 -8.02 -8.923 1 -1.64 -1.67 6 1 -4.11 -4.403 2 -2.44 -2.52 6 2 -5.29 -5.733 3 -3.16 -3.30 6 3 -6.41 -7.033 4 -3.82 -4.04 6 4 -7.48 -8.283 5 -4.44 -4.75 6 5 -8.51 -9.503 6 -5.01 -5.42 6 6 -9.50 -10.69the order of 10 (see tables 5, 6) we still receive results which are comparableto each other.Also it seems remarkable that at least for low numbers of chains (f1 +f2 � 4) the non resummed � -expansion seems to give results which donot di�er essentially from the resummed values. However, applying theconformal mapping technique to the series in � -expansion does not improvethe Pad�e-Borel results.7.2. d = 2While star polymers up to now have not found an experimental realizationin two dimensions, their study is of some theoretical interest. It has beenshown that the scaling dimensions of two-dimensional uniform polymer starsbelong to a limiting case of the so-called conformal Kac table [57{59]. Theyhave also been calculated exactly by Couloumb gas techniques [12,17]. Anexact relation has also been proposed for stars of mutually avoiding walks[29]. But it is still an open question if exact results for the copolymer starsystem may be derived in this formalism.Our numerical results for the exponents �Gf1f2 , �Uf1f2 , �MAWf1f2 are presentedin tables 8, 9, 7.Exact results for exponents of two dimensional systems which are de-scribed by a conformal �eld theory with central charge c < 1 may be takenfrom the Kac table of scaling dimensions:hp;q(m) = [(m+ 1)p�mq]2 � 14m(m+ 1) (7.1)where p; q are integers in the minimal block1 � p � m� 1; 1 � q � p (7.2)
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Table 7. Values of �MAWf exponents of star of mutually avoiding walksat d = 2, d = 3 obtained by "-expansion (�MAW" ) and by �xed dimensiontechnique (�MAW3d , �MAW2d ). The last column gives the exact conjecture �MAWexactat d = 2 [29].d = 3 d = 2f �MAW" �MAW3d �MAW" �MAW2d �MAWexact1 0 0 0 0 -.2502 -.56 -.56 -1.20 -1.19 -1.2503 -1.38 -1.36 -2.71 -2.60 -2.916(6)4 -2.36 -2.34 -4.36 -4.07 -5.2505 -3.43 -3.43 -6.04 -5.61 -8.2506 -4.58 -4.64 -7.78 -7.17 -11.916(6)7 -5.81 -5.93 -9.57 -8.75 -16.2508 -7.09 -7.30 -11.42 -10.36 -21.2509 -8.42 -8.74 -13.31 -11.97 -26.916(6)10 -9.81 -10.24 -15.25 -13.60 -33.250
Table 8. Values of the copolymer star exponent �Gf1f2 at d = 2 obtained by"-expansion (�G" ) and by �xed dimension technique (�G2d).f1 f2 �G" �G3d f1 f2 �G" �G3d1 1 -1.20 -1.22 3 3 -6.05 -6.231 2 -1.98 -1.98 3 4 -7.36 -7.631 3 -2.56 -2.58 3 5 -8.49 -8.841 4 -2.99 -3.04 3 6 -9.50 -9.911 5 -3.36 -3.43 4 4 -9.06 -9.441 6 -3.68 -3.78 4 5 -10.55 -11.032 2 -3.41 -3.45 4 6 -11.89 -12.452 3 -4.49 -4.59 5 5 -12.38 -12.982 4 -5.37 -5.52 5 6 -14.03 -14.742 5 -6.13 -6.34 6 6 -15.99 -16.812 6 -6.80 -7.04



Statistics of multicomponent polymer stars 31Table 9. Values of the copolymer star exponent �Uf1f2 at d = 2 obtained by"-expansion (�U" ) and by �xed dimension technique (�U2d).f1 f2 �U" �U3d f1 f2 �U" �U3d1 1 -.91 -.96 4 1 -4.35 -4.411 2 -1.62 -1.63 4 2 -5.94 -6.061 3 -2.16 -2.16 4 3 -7.39 -7.571 4 -2.60 -2.64 4 4 -8.72 -8.971 5 -3.00 -3.03 4 5 -9.96 -10.271 6 -3.34 -3.39 4 6 -11.12 -11.492 1 -1.94 -1.96 5 1 -5.71 -5.832 2 -3.05 -3.09 5 2 -7.46 -7.642 3 -4.00 -4.04 5 3 -9.09 -9.352 4 -4.80 -4.88 5 4 -10.61 -10.952 5 -5.52 -5.63 5 5 -12.06 -12.472 6 -6.17 -6.33 5 6 -13.43 -13.913 1 -3.11 -3.13 6 1 -7.17 -7.353 2 -4.49 -4.54 6 2 -9.04 -9.303 3 -5.70 -5.80 6 3 -10.82 -11.173 4 -6.79 -6.96 6 4 -12.52 -12.953 5 -7.81 -8.01 6 5 -14.14 -14.653 6 -8.73 -8.99 6 6 -15.69 -16.27and m is connected with the central charge c byc = 1� 6=m(m+ 1); m � 3: (7.3)The exact result for the star exponents of uniform stars in two dimensionsis received in the limiting case of m = 2 (which means c = 0) for half integervalues of p: xf = 2hf=2;0 = (9f 2 � 4)=48: (7.4)The scaling dimension xf is related to the exponent �f by:xf = 12F (d� 2 + �)� �f (7.5)For the exponents of the star of MAW the following result was conjecturedfor d = 2 [29]: �MAWf = xMAWf = 2h0;f = 1� 4f 212 (7.6)These values are shown in the last column of table 7. Plotting the resummeddata for �MAWf from table 7 with respect to f 2 one �nds good agreementwith the conjectured slope of �1=3.The qualitative behavior of the exponent �Gf1f2 in the Gaussian �xedpoint is shown in Fig. 5. The steps in the `ying carpet' correspond to thedi�erence of the results of the two RG approaches. Note that the curvatureof the surface along the diagonal in the f1; f2 plane has opposite sign tothat along each of the axes. >From this curvature it is obvious that thedependence of the exponent on f1; f2 may not be described by a simplesecond order polynomial. The best �t we could �nd to our resummed data
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�Gf1;f2

f1 f2 01234560 1 2 3 4 5 6-15-10-50
Figure 5. Exponent �Gf1f2 in the `Gaussian' �xed point at d = 2 obtained in"-expansion and in �xed d scheme. Steps on the \ying carpet" correspondto the di�erence of the results of the two renormalization group approaches.using a simple formula which reproduces the exact results for f1 + f2 = 3reads:�G;appf1f2 = �f1f2(a+ b=(f1 + f2)); a = 1=4; b = 3(1 � a): (7.7)Note that the right hand side of (7.7) vanishes if f1 or f1 is zero accordingto our perturbative results. This might be a defect of the perturbationtheory as a �nite result may be expected in d = 2 as in equations (7.4),(7.6)evaluated for f = 0.8. Conclusions and OutlookWe have extensively studied the spectrum of exponents governing the scalingproperties of stars of walks taking into account the self and mutual inter-actions of a system of two species of polymers. This study was performedin the frames of �eld theoretical RG theory using two complementary ap-proaches: The renormalization at zero mass in conjunction with " expansionand massive renormalization at �xed dimension with numerical evaluationof loop integrals. We have formulated the problem of �nding the scalingexponents of stars of interacting and non interacting walks in terms of thedetermination of the scaling dimensions of composite �eld operators of La-grangean �eld theory. On the one hand this allows for the application ofwell developped formalisms and methods for analysing the scaling proper-ties. On the other hand this de�nes these new families of exponents whichextends previous sets in the framework of Lagrangean �eld theory. Ourresults agree with the previous studies of special cases which were in partdone only to 2nd order of the " expansion [29]. We have here consideredthe general case of a star of two mutually avoiding sets of walks, the walksof each set either interacting or not. Also we have studied the case of astar of mutually interacting walks. All calculations were performed to thirdorder of perturbation theory. The set of exponents are given in "-expansion



Statistics of multicomponent polymer stars 33(formulas (5.8) - (5.10)) and the results of the massive approach are givenin terms of a pseudo-"-expansion (5.11) - (5.13)) . The latter has proven tobe a most suitable tool to evaluate this massive theory containing serveralcouplings. We have shown that the convetional way of direct solution evenof the resummed expressions for the �xed points of the theory would lead tosevere problems in this case. We have evaluated the series obtained in bothapproaches for space dimensionality d = 2 and d = 3. Numerical values areproduced by careful resummation of the asymptotic series using the resultsof an instanton analysis of the three coupling problem [10]. For comparisonwe have also given the results of naive summation as well as standard Pad�eBorel resummation for selected cases.We have found remarkable consistency and stability of the results in d =2 and d = 3 with expected growing of deviations for large number of armsof one star. The same methods were applied previously to the problem ofuniform star polymers and have led to results [13,56] in good agreement withMonte Carlo (MC) simulations [18{20]. We hope our present calculationsmight also stimulate MC studies of the copolymer star problem.The study we performed for two dimenensions might have no direct ap-plication to the physics of real polymers but it could perhaps give someinsight to the problem of mapping our theory to a two dimensional confor-mal �eld theory. The resummed values of the exponents for stars of mutuallyavoiding walks are in fair agreement with an exact result previously con-jectured [29]. The exponents for the case of stars of two mutually avoidingsets of walks on the other hand show a dependence on the numbers of walkswhich may not be described by a second order polynomial as derived fromthe general Kac formula [57{59]. This may be seen already qualitively fromthe fact that the curvature of the function �f1f2 (see Fig. 5) of the twovariables f1; f2 along each of the axes in the f1f2- plane has the oppositesign to the curvature along the diagonal f1 = f2. It is this fact on theother hand, which shows that the series of exponents (�f1f2)f2 with f1 �xedis a good candidate for �nding its application in the theory of multifractal(MF) spectra [60]. The MF spectrum describing the moments of a fractalprobability measure ful�lls exact conditions of convexity. Deriving such aMF spectrum on the other hand from the scaling dimensions of a series ofcomposite �eld operators is only possible if the scaling dimensions show theappropriate convexity [61]. This in fact is given for our case and the seriesof exponents may be related to the MF spectrum generated by harmonicdi�usion near an absorbing fractal [21]. This relation and the calculation ofthe MF spectrum on the basis of the results presented here, is subject of aseparate publication [22].AcknowledgementsThis work has pro�ted from useful discussions with Lothar Sch�afer, Essen.It was supported in part by SFB 237 of Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaftand by the Ukrainian Fundation of Fundamental Studies (grant No 24/173).C.v.F. acknowledges hospitality at the School of Physics, Tel Aviv Univer-sity and support by a Minerva fellowship.A Loop Integrals. Graphs, "-expansion, Numerical ValuesThis appendix is devoted to the contributions to perturbation theory, theirrepresentation in terms of Feynman graphs and corresponding loop integrals,and the evaluation of these integrals for the two RG approaches. Fig. 6



34 C. von Ferber, Yu. Holovatchshows the Feynman graphs up to the three loop order representing thecontributions to the functions �(2), and �(4) (we keep labeling of [42]). Asit was noted in the section 2. the vertex function �(�f) of homogeneous star(2.12) can be determined as them = 0 component limit of product of f �elds�(a) with traceless symmetry reected by a tensor Na1:::af (2.13). It is easyto see that only graphs with one Na1:::af�(a1) : : : �(af ) insertion give non-zero contribution to �(�f): the rest will contain some trace of Na1:::af andthus will vanish. Relevant graphs can be obtained from the usual four-pointgraphs 2-U2 - 12-U4 by considering each vertex in turn to be of tracelesssymmetry. In the three-loop approximation considered here in �(�f) thereappear two more graphs which can not be produced in this manner. Theyare labelled as 13 and 14. In table 10 we show the correspondence betweenthe numerical values of the loop integrals and appropriate Feynman graphs.A diagramm with L loops is to be multiplied by SL withS = 2�d=2 1(2�)d�(d=2) ;but this renormalization factor can be absorbed into rede�nition of thecoupling constants gab ! gab=S.Table 10. Values of the loop integrals (for graphs 2-M1 - 5-S3 for two-pointfunction �(2)(k) the corresponding derivative @=@k2 is given.Graph Integral Graph Integral Graph Integralvalue value value2-U2 D2 8-U4 I4 14 I1D23-U3 D22 9-U4 I5 2-M1 04-U3 I1 10-U I6 3-S2 I25-U4 D32 11-U4 I5 4-M3 06-U4 I1D2 12-U4 I7 5-S3 I87-U4 I3 13 D32In massless renormalization scheme loop integrals corresponding to thesegraphs are evaluated by "-expansion at zero mass and non-zero externalmomenta chosen at certain point, called symmetry point, which is importantfrom the technical point of view. The expressions read:D"2 = 1"�1 + "2 + "22 �; I"1 = 12"2�1 + 3"2 + 5"22 � J"22 �;I"2 = � 18"�1 + 5"4 �; I"3 = � 124"2 �1 + 15"4 �;I"4 = 16"3 �1 + 3"+ 31"24 � 3J"22 �;I"5 = 13"3 �1 + 5"2 + 23"24 � 3J"22 �; I"6 = 13"3 �1 + 2"+ 13"24 �;I"7 = �(3)2" ; I"8 = � 16"2 �1 + 2"� (A.1)Here the values of derivatives @=@k2 of the function �(2)(k) are given atthe point k2 = 1.



Statistics of multicomponent polymer stars 35Table 11. Numerical values of normalized loop integrals ij calculated in themassive �eld theory framework [42,43].d = 2 d = 3i1 .781302412896 .6666666667i2 -.114635746230 -.0740740741i3 -.044703881514 -.0376820725i4 .569829439192 .3835760966i5 .659043562065 .5194312413i6 .650899895132 .5000000000i7 .40068563 .1739006107i8 -.157398409771 -.0946514319In the massive renormalization scheme loop integrals are calculated atnon-zero mass and zero external momenta (to distinguish from (A.1) wewill label them by \m"). The mass - renormalization introduces a higherorder correction to the propagator, which has to be taken into account inour calculation only in the �rst order term:Da1a22 = D2 + 19I2D21(u2a1a1 + u2a2a2)Here D21 = (4 � d)=4. This value has been substituted into the results forthe beta functions and �xed points. D21 does not enter expressions whichare independent of the RG scheme, such as the resulting exponents. Theintegrals can be either "-expanded (see formulas (4.9) from this article forinstance) or numerically calculated at arbitrary space dimensions [42,43].In particular for dimension d = 2 and d = 3 they are given in Table 11 withthe following normalization:i1 = Im1 =(Dm2 )2; i2 = Im2 =(Dm2 )2; ij = Imj =(Dm2 )3; j = 3 : : : 8:Note that here values of the derivative @=@k2 of the function �(2)(k) aregiven at k2 = 0.1� s0 ���r2�m1 ���rr3� s2 ���rkr r4�m3 ���r���r r5� s3 ,,llr1� u1 ���
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 rr ���rr10� u4 ������rr rr11� u4 r���@@@@rr r12� u4 r ���r �r13 r r������r14Figure 6. Graphs of functions �(2), �(4) in three-loop approximation. Graphs13 and 14 represent additional contribution to the function �(�f).



36 C. von Ferber, Yu. HolovatchB Three Loop ContributionsIn this appendix we have collected the more lenghty expressions for thethree loop contributions to RG functions and exponents. The coe�cientsbjv12 for the � expansion of the function �mv12 (4.4) read:b0v12 = �20v22327 � 20v11327 � 14v12327 � 26v122v2227 � 28v12v22227 �28v12v11227 � 26v122v1127 � 16v12v2v1127 ;b1v12 = 70v11327 + 70v22327 + 52v12327 + 32v12v2229 + 32v12v1129 +88v122v2227 + 88v122v1127 + 60v12v22v1127 ;b2v12 = 4v1139 + 4v2239 + v223d18 � 4v12v22227 � 4v12v11227 +v113d18 + v12v112d18 + v12v222d18 ;b3v12 = �2v1139 � 2v2239 � 2v12v1129 � 2v12v2229 ;b4v12 = �16v1139 � 16v2239 � 20v122v119 � 20v122v229 � 16v12v1129 �16v12v2229 � 8v1239 � 8v12v22v119 ;b5v12 = �12v11327 � 12v22327 � 2v122v113 � 2v122v223 � 4v12v1123 �4v12v2223 � 2v1233 � 8v12v22v119 ;b6v12 = �v1133 � v2233 � 2v122v119 � 2v122v229 � 2v1239 � 2v12v22v119 ;b7v12 = �4v122v119 � 4v122v229 � 2v12v1123 � 2v12v2223 � 2v1239 ;b8v12 = �4v1139 � 4v2239 : (B.1)The coe�cients �jG introduced by equation (5.11) giving the � expansion ofthe exponent �Gf1f2 in the Gaussian �xed point G read:�0G = �3f1 2f2 28 � 7f1 f28 + 3f2 f1 24 + 3f1 f2 24 � f2 f1 38 � f1 f2 38 ;�1G = 3f1 2f2 22 + 3f1 f2 38 + 3f2 f1 38 � 23f1 f2 28 � 23f2 f1 28 + 15f1 f24 ;�2G = 0; �3G = 0;�4G = �3f2 f1 38 � 3f1 f2 38 + 9f1 f2 28 � 3f1 2f2 24 + 9f2 f1 28 ;



Statistics of multicomponent polymer stars 37�5G = �3f1 f2 28 � 3f1 2f2 28 + 15f1 f28 � 3f2 f1 28 ;�6G = 3f2 f1 28 + 3f1 f2 28 � 3f1 f28 � 3f1 2f2 28 ;�7G = �3f2 f1 28 + 9f1 f28 � 3f1 f2 28 ; �8G = 0: (B.2)The coe�cients �jU introduced by equation (5.12) giving the � expansion ofthe exponent �Uf1f2 in the unsymmetric �xed point U read:�0U = �81f1 2f2 2256 � 27f1 f2 3512 � 153f2 f1 3512 � 35f1 264 + 41f1128 � 41f1 f232 +285f1 f2 2512 + 17f1 364 + 673f2 f1 2512 � 5f1 4128 ;�1U = 297f1 2f2 2256 + 81f1 f2 3512 + 549f2 f1 3512 + 1427f1 f2256 � 2671f2 f1 2512 �1077f1 f2 2512 � 67f1 364 � 185f1128 + 301f1 2128 + 9f1 464 ;�2U = �11f2 f1 2128 � 3f1 f2 2128 + 23f1 f2128 � f18 + 5f1 232 � f1 332 ; �3U = 0;�41 = �369f2 f1 3512 � 81f1 f2 3512 + 405f1 f2 2512 � 189f1 2f2 2256 + 819f2 f1 2512 +51f1 f2256 + 21f1 364 � 3f1 432 � 15f164 ;�5U = �27f1 2f2 2128 + 405f1 f2256 � 27f1 f2 2128 � 63f2 f1 2256 � 45f2 f1 3256 �123f1256 � 3f1 364 + 141f1 2256 � 3f1 4128 ;�6U = 189f2 f1 2256 + 27f1 f2 2128 � 147f1 f2256 � 27f1 2f2 2128 � 45f2 f1 3256 +33f1256 � 63f1 2256 + 9f1 364 � 3f1 4128 ;�7U = �297f2 f1 2512 + 663f1 f2512 � 135f1 f2 2512 � 89f1256 + 117f1 2256 � 7f1 364 ;�8U = 3f1 f264 + 3f1 264 � 3f164 ;�1;2U = �7f1 216 + f1 316 + 3f18 + 11f2 f1 264 + 3f1 f2 264 � 31f1 f264 : (B.3)The coe�cients �jMAW introduced by equation (5.13) giving the � expansionof the exponent �MAWf for mutually avoiding walks read:�0MAW = 13f8 � 5f 416 � 49f 216 + 7f 34 ;



38 C. von Ferber, Yu. Holovatch�1MAW = 9f 48 + 97f 28 � 53f 38 � 53f8 ;�2MAW = 0; �3MAW = 0;�4MAW = �9f 22 + 27f 38 + 15f8 � 3f 44 ;�5MAW = �3f4 � 3f 416 + 3f 38 + 9f 216 ;�6MAW = 9f8 � 3f 416 � 33f 216 + 9f 38 ;�7MAW = �19f16 + 27f 216 � f 32 ; �8MAW = 0: (B.4)References[1] J. des Cloizeaux and G. Jannink. Polymers in Solution. Clarendon Press,Oxford, 1990.[2] B. Duplantier. J. Stat. Phys., 54:581, 1989.[3] P. G. de Gennes. Phys. Lett. A, 38:339, 1972.[4] P.-G. de Gennes. Scaling Concepts in Polymer Physics. Cornell UniversityPress, Ithaca and London, 1979.[5] L. Leibler J.-F. Joanny and R. Ball. J. Chem. Phys., 81:4640, 1984.[6] J.F. Douglas and K.F. Freed. J. Chem. Phys., 86:4280, 1987.[7] L. Sch�afer and Ch. Kappeler. J. Phys. (Paris), 46:1853, 1985.[8] L. Sch�afer and C. Kappeler. Colloid Polym. Sci., 268:995, 1990.[9] J. Roovers J.F. Douglas and K.F. Freed. Macromolecules, 23:4168, 1990.[10] U. Lehr L. Sch�afer and C. Kappeler. J. Phys. (Paris) I, 1:211, 1991.[11] F. S. Bates and G. H. Fredrickson. Annu. Rev. Phys. Chem., 41:525, 1990.[12] B. Duplantier. Phys. Rev. Lett., 57:941, 1986.[13] U. Lehr L. Sch�afer, C. von Ferber and B. Duplantier. Nucl. Phys. B, 374:473,1992.[14] D. J. Wallace and R. K. P. Zia. J. Phys. C, 8:839, 1975.[15] A. Myake and K. F. Freed. Macromolecules, 16:1228, 1983.[16] K. Ohno and K. Binder. J. Phys. (Paris), 49:1329, 1988.[17] H. Saleur. J. Phys. A, 19:L807, 1986.[18] A. J. Barrett and D.L. Tremain. Macromolecules, 20:1687, 1987.[19] J. Batoulis and K. Kremer. Macromolecules, 22:4277, 1989.[20] P. Grassberger. Nonuniform star polymers in 2 dimensions. preprint, 1994.[21] M. E. Cates and T. A. Witten. Phys. Rev. A, 35:1809, 1987.[22] C. von Ferber and Y. Holovatch. Field theoretical approach to higher ordercalculations of a multifractal spectrum. preprint, 1996.[23] J. C. Le Guillou E. Brezin and J. Zinn-Justin. In C.Domb and M.S.Green,editors, Phase transitions and critical phenomena, volume 6, pages 125{247.Academic Press, New York, 1976.[24] G. Parisi. J. Stat. Phys., 23:49, 1980.[25] C. von Ferber and Y. Holovatch. Copolymer Networks: Multifractal dimensionspectra in polymer �eld theory preprint, 1996.[26] To give a meaning to the exponential of �-functions an appropriate shortdistance cuto� is introduced in the integrations.[27] S. F. Edwards. Proc. Phys. Soc., 85:613, 1965.[28] S. F. Edwards. Proc. Phys. Soc., 88:265, 1966.[29] Duplantier B. Commun. Math. Phys. 117:279, 1988; Duplantier B. and KwonK.-H. Phys. Rev. Lett. 61:2514, 1988.
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STATISTIKA BAGATOKOMPONENTNIHPOL�MERNIH Z�ROKK. fon Ferber, �.GolovaqMi dosl�d�umo pol�mernu s�tku, utvorenu hem�qno r�znimipol�merami. Dl� opisu masxtabnih vlastivoste� z�rkopod�b-nih verxin, wo ÝÝ utvor��t~, mi vvodimo novi� nab�r kritiq-nih pokaznik�v. U vipadku s�tki pol�mer�v dvoh sort�v mi nazi-vamo c� pokazniki kopol�mernimi z�rkovimi pokaznikami. Naosnov� opisu naxoÝ teor�Ý za dopomogo� la�ran�evoÝ teor�Ý po-l� mi obqisl�mo u tret~omu por�dku teor�Ý zburen~ c� pokaz-niki a tako� pokazniki, wo opisu�t~ masxtabn� vlastivost�z�rki utvorenoÝ blukann�mi z vzamnim unikann�m. U vipadkuodnor�dnih z�rok mi otrimumo ran�xe v�dom� rezul~tati. U de-�kih qastinnih vipadkah nax� rezul~tati tako� uzgod�u�t~-s� z poperedn~o v�domimi rezul~tati otrimanimi u drugomupor�dku �-rozkladu. Vi�vleno stab�l~n�st~ � uzgod�en�st~ re-zul~tat�v pri d = 2 � d = 3 �z spod�vanim zrostann�m v�dhilen~dl� velikoÝ k�l~kost� promen�v odn�Ý z�rki. Tak� � metodi,zastosovan� ran�xe do zadaq� pro odnor�dn� z�rkov� pokazniki,priveli do rezul~tat�v, wo dobre uzgod�u�t~s� �z obqislen-n�mi, provedenimi metodom Monte Karlo. Mi spod�vamos�,wo nax� obqislenn� tako� stimul�vatimut~ dosl�d�enn� ko-pol�mernih z�rok za dopomogo� metodu Monte Karlo. Peresu-movan� znaqenn� pokaznik�v dl� z�rok utvorenih blukann�mi �zvzamnim unikann�m dobre uzgod�u�t~s� �z toqnimi rezul~-tatami zaproponovanimi ran�xe dl� d = 2. Nax� dosl�d�enn�vipadku d = 2 mo�ut~ spri�ti dosl�d�enn� problemi formu-l�vann� naxoÝ teor�Ý na mov� dvovim�rnoÝ konformnoÝ teor�Ý po-l�. Dosl�d�u�qi vlastivost� opuklost� spektru kopol�mernihz�rkovih pokaznik�v mi pokazumo, wo voni  dobrimi kandida-tami dl� zastosuvann� u teor�Ý mul~tifraktal~nogo spektru,utvorenogo garmon��no� difuz�� b�l� fraktal~nogo absorbe-ra.


